Letter To Washington State House And Senate Leaders
about HB 1727
Which Extends Marriage Benefits To Homosexuals
Dear Legislator,
Homosexual behavior is cause of one of modern society’s two largest social costs. (HIV/AIDS,
STD’s etc.).The other largest is heterosexual immorality. (Single mom welfare.)
I spent two years researching science for the causes, consequences and therapy results for
homosexuals. I discovered:
(1) It is emphatically NOT related to genetic causes. It is behavioral and primarily the result of
several categories of father failure (physical or emotional absence).
(2) It reduces life expectancy (for both men and women) and increases public costs despite
higher than average education levels and incomes.
(3) About 1/3 of the gay community is responsive to secular methods of therapy (70% of those
who desire to change their behavior can achieve this for at least a 5 year observation
period.)
(4) Another 1/3 respond to “religious” or faith-based therapy. Another 1/3 do not desire nor
respond to therapy. (Complete report available upon request.)
Hence, this ‘addiction’ is about as responsive to therapy as drug addiction and more responsive than
nicotine addiction.
In this highly secular society it is easy to forget that God plays an active role in our affairs. You, as a
legislator bear heavy responsibility to find and administer truth for those you represent. This is not
merely a political question. Civilizations are destroyed that have embraced the homosexual lifestyle.
There is blessing for those who serve truth, and judgment for failure. I urge you to not treat
homosexual relationships as similar to marriage between one man and one woman and to vote against
HB 1727. Thank you.
Respectfully, Karl Duff
Here is the response that Karl Duff received from State Representative Geoff
Simpson of the 47th Legislative District to a request that he oppose H.B. 1727
(homosexual marriage equivalence bill.):
I find your various assertions to be offensive. If you’d like to share this
drivel with someone else, feel free – you may find someone stupid enough to
believe it. I will pray that your bigotry, judgementalism and hatred for
others does not land you in the depths of hell.
Geoff
Note from Pastor Kevin Lea: Some are shocked that Geoff Simpson (an elected representative) would
respond to a Washington resident with such vitriol. Mr. Duff has a Doctorate in Mechanical
Engineering from M.I.T. and is a respected researcher in our area. His letter communicated facts

associated with the homosexual lifestyle and agenda. Representative Simpson responded with
emotional name-calling instead of attempting to refute a single point of Mr. Duff’s letter; possibly
because he couldn’t.
A Google search on Geoff Simpson will reveal much more about the character (lack thereof) of this
representative. Try the following hit as just one example:
http://pudge.net/glob/2008/10/geoff-simpson-and-his-sock-puppets.html

Geoff Simpson and His Sock Puppets
By pudge on October 27, 2008 1:50 PM | Permalink | Comments (0)
Democratic state legislator Geoff Simpson is fighting against Republican Mark Hargrove for election
in the 47th District.
Democrats recently slimed Hargrove, falsely implying he was not good on combatting sex offenders
just because a sex offender contributed to his campaign.
There have been three people online coming out in support of Simpson on these matters, though. A
couple of posts from someone named "ReadIt&Weep," and some more from "Just Wonderin'," and
even one from someone named "Covington Republican."
"ReadIt&Weep" entered his email address as "molester@markhargrove.org." Charming. "Just
Wonderin'" entered his address as "lies@pudgeisaliar.com." Both of them directly supported the claims
made by the Democrats against Hargrove.
"Covington Republican" says Hargrove "seems like a real dunderhead. Nothing he said made much
sense," and that "I won't vote for Simpson but I damn sure won't vote for Hargrove either."
What do all three of these posters have in common, other than attacking Hargrove?
They happen to share an IP address -- 71.231.253.145, a Comcast address -- that replied on Friday to
an email sent to geoff.simpson@comcast.net (the same address listed by the House Democrats for his
campaign).
Oops.
There is no mistaking it: these characters above are all Geoff Simpson, or someone very close to him
in his campaign.
(The fourth post by "Just Wonderin'" was sent via an anonymizer ... sorry, Geoff, you're too late to
hide your address, you've already been caught. The first was from 18.246.1.160, which resolves to an
MIT student from Vashon, Tyler Williams. I have no idea what connection he has to Simpson.)
I don't really mind too much that Simpson is calling me a liar. I've been called worse.

I also couldn't care much less about people anonymously supporting the candidates of their choice ...
even if it is themselves. Although, I would hope that public officials could be more forthcoming, even
during campaigns.
But it's pretty low to invent an email address called "molester@markhargrove.org," apparently
implying that Hargrove either IS a molester, or has molesters in his campaign. Maybe that wasn't the
intent, but it sure seems like it.
However, there's no mistaking the intent, ladies and gentlemen, when your 47th District
Representative, Geoff Simpson, is actually pretending to be a disaffected Republican voter who is
against both Hargrove AND Simpson (and he has the gall to accuse me of lying!).
The stench of deception and desperation run deeply in that one, my friends.
Pastor Kevin’s Final thoughts from scripture:
Proverbs 28:15 Like a roaring lion and a charging bear is a wicked ruler over poor people. 16
A ruler who lacks understanding is a great oppressor, but he who hates covetousness will
prolong his days. (NKJ)
Prov 29:2 When the righteous are in authority, the people rejoice; but when a wicked man
rules, the people groan.

